Ride Along with Summit Racing and Harley-Davidson® Racers During Operation Appreciation 2015

Summit Racing Equipment’s 2015’s Operation Appreciation, the annual journey by Summit Racing and Harley-Davidson racers to visit American troops stationed overseas, is now underway. Operation Appreciation is made possible by Armed Forces Entertainment (AFE).

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) December 04, 2015 -- Summit Racing Equipment’s Operation Appreciation 2015, the annual journey by Summit Racing and Harley-Davidson racers to visit American troops stationed overseas, is now underway. Operation Appreciation is made possible by Armed Forces Entertainment (AFE).

The trip caps off a full season of on-track competition and is much anticipated event for Summit Racing NHRA Pro Stock drivers Greg Anderson and Jason Line, Summit Racing/BIGFOOT monster truck racer Dan Runte, and Harley-Davidson® NHRA Pro Stock Motorcycle racers Andrew Hines and Eddie Krawiec. This year, the group returned to Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) to visit troops.

Writer Kelly Topolinski is covering Operation Appreciation for OnAllCylinders, Summit Racing’s blog. Each racer is having a great time visiting the troops and relaying their experiences to everyone. Where else can someone read about a trip that includes (simulated) shooting of machine guns, getting wrestled to the ground by a security dog, and bumping into the Harlem Globetrotters?

Be sure to follow 2015’s Operation Appreciation trip in early December at OnAllCylinders and Summit Racing’s Facebook page.

About Armed Forces Entertainment
As the official Department of Defense agency for providing entertainment to U.S. military personnel overseas, Armed Forces Entertainment and its performers have the honor of supporting soldiers, airmen, marines, and sailors by bringing them the very best in American entertainment. It hosts more than 1,200 shows around the world each year, reaching more than 500,000 personnel at 270 military installations. From muddy makeshift stages to show-stopping extravaganzas, the performances bring a piece of home to those stationed far away from home. Learn more at www.armedforcesentertainment.com.
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